
Maximise your content exploitation!

Scheduling
Efficient Variant Planning & Budgeting

Integrated Promotion Management
Highly Automated Playlist Fine-Tuning

About Us
We build and maintain software products and services,  
and support our partners and clients in broadcasting and  
non-linear media. We create long-term relationships with our 
clients, business partners and professionals. We deem the 
relationships with our clients to be of the highest value as our 
mission is to provide “Efficiency with a human face”, through 
predictability, professionalism, and open communication.

We are a highly motivated team of professional software 
developers, consultants and technicians dedicated to improving 
broadcast operations. Our specialists provide PROVYS products 
and expertise based on many years of experience working 
on projects to meet customer requirements. We also offer 
consultancy services to optimize your workflow processes 
during the analytical stage of the project.

Module Overview
Our PROVYS Scheduling module can greatly enhance your 
processes in each stage of the transmission planning lifecycle. 

The PROVYS Scheduling fulfills all the requirements of users in 
the programme planning department:
 〉 long-term plan formulation (including variant planning)
 〉 budgeting
 〉 programme-plan preparation
 〉 multilingual listings 
 〉 self-promotion 

We also help the continuity department in each process:
 〉 inserting of commercials, promotions and other interstitials
 〉 automatic creation of secondary events
 〉 playlist finalization and transmission checks
 〉 as-run reconciliation
 〉 regulatory reporting

The PROVYS Scheduling module offers many useful 
functionalities across the whole planning cycle. We have 
various templates to replace manual job by automation. We 
bundle all functions to easily tune the final playlist up. We 
provide the low-resolution preview to see integrated graphics. 
And last but not least, there are a set of graphic planners 
adjusted for each stage of the plan preparation. 

Knowing how important is to automate processes to save 
time and costs, PROVYS is constantly being improved and 
developed by our professional team with a focus on current 
trends. Our PROVYS Scheduling is here for you regardless of 
what type of content you broadcast.
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We always say PROVYS is an All-in-One Solution. It is one 
system working in one database that can cover all your needs 
when managing your TV channels. But it is a modular solution. 
Every customer is unique and we prefer to deploy a solution 
that corresponds to your current needs. That is the main reason 
we introduce six modules that are present in the PROVYS  
All-In-One Solution.

“Scheduling for when 
second best isn’t 

good enough.” 
Sabina Svidová

Business Analyst, French Markets
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